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BRIEF
PRODUCT

Cybrhawk automates the task by assessing firewall rules and configurations across all 
your firewalls including new and next-gen. firewalls, which will help you optimize the 
device performance. You will be also able to Identify threats in your network 
infrastructure and get access to timely remediation, including improvements on the 
command line and reducing audit planning activities and costs by as much as 85%
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CYBRHAWK AUTOMATES THE ANALYSIS &OPTIMIZATION OF YOUR SECURITY TECHNOLOGIES 
TO REDUCE COST, IMPROVE PERFORMANCE & ARCHEVE COMPLIANCE

ACHIEVE COMPLIANCE REDUCE UPGRADE COSTS

OPTIMIZE CONFIGURATIONS

IMPROVE MANAGEALIBILITY

VISUALIZE NETWORKS

IMPROVE STAFF PRODUCTIVITY

KEY 
BENEFITS

SECURITY ANALYSIS &
ORCHESTRATION PLATFORM



Lack of visibility on the entire 
network

Surprise findings during 
audits

Tedious process to get 
periodic configuration 
reviews done

Absence of a real-time view 
of the network security 
posture 

Problem Areas

Chief Information
Security Officer

CybrHawk as a Solution
A CISO dashboard that 
informs you of what the 
network security level is and 
access to custom reports.

Ability to approve 
configuration changes by 
viewing security and 
compliance impact before the 
change is made.

CybrHawk enables access 
control rules to be reviewed 
via an automated workflow 
that reduces the time taken 
from days to hours to 
complete complex 
configuration reviews. 

Security 
Consultant

Multiple tools and scripts 
needed to audit different 
client environments

Configuration reviews take 
significant amounts of time

Writing up reports 

A single tool that supports a 
wide variety of security 
technolohies and comes with 
in-built policies that can be 
selected to audit against.

Customize report contents and 
layouts.

CybrHawk as a Solution

Network
Administrator

Security 
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Problem AreasInability to determine the 
security and compliance level 
of a new change.

Tedious trobleshooting to 
determine access control 
problems

Clutter of rules and objects 
makes device operations very 
difficult and complex

Impact analysis of each 
change can be done using 
the “what if” scenario to 
ensure all new changes are 
in line with organizational 
policies and regulatory 
requirements.

Single panel to determine 
which systems can or 
cannot access which 
determination system or 
network segment and 
identify unsused , 
redundant and shadowed 
configurations elements.

CybrHawk as a Solution

Problem AreasEnsuring and evaluatng the 
efficacy of the security 
policies.

Limited clarity and 
interpretation of your 
network and security 
policies

Ensuring compliance and 
generating reports

Support and covers a variety 
of pre-loaded audit policies 
that covers regulations like 
PCI DSS, CI Security 
Bechmarks, Vendor 
Guidelines, etc.

CybrHawk provides a 
comprehensive real-time 
compliance status.

CybrHawk as a Solution

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Connect all your security 
tecnologies with CybrHawk, we 
support all type of data sources, 

such as Firewalls, Routers, 
Switches, Proxie, etc

CONNECT

Choose your 
compliance policies

SELECT

Run the configurations 
against these policies

ANALYZE

Review the results and 
determine actions

REVIEW

Implement changes via 
the orchestration

OPTIMIZE

Review configuration 
changes & critical events 

in real-time

MONITOR



SUPPORTED NETWORK SECURITY DEVICES & SOLUTIONS

CybrHawk is a leading provider of information security-driven risk intelligence solutions focused 
solely on protecting clients from cyber-attacks. We also pioneered an integrated approach that provides 
a wide range of cybersecurity solutions for organizations of varying size and complexity. Our solutions 
enable organizations to define their cyber defenses to prevent security breaches, detect real-time 
malicious activity, prioritize and respond quickly to security breaches, and predict emerging threats. 

Contact us for a FREE Trial and Live Session:

sales@cybrhawk.com 1 954 669 1960 www.cybrhawk.com

ABOUT CYBRHAWK


